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31 August 2016 

Vattenfall adopts James Fisher’s pioneering 

marine project optimisation system, Mermaid®. 

• James Fisher Marine Services secures order from one of 

Europe’s leading energy companies, Vattenfall, for Mermaid® 

• Vattenfall will utilise Mermaid® for the strategic planning of its 

offshore wind farm operations 

• Mermaid® is a sophisticated marine project optimisation and 

weather risk mitigation system set to enable huge operational 

cost-savings 

James Fisher Marine Services, part of James Fisher and Sons plc, is proud to announce that 

Vattenfall, one of Europe’s leading -wind park operators, has ordered a full Mermaid® system 

license for the strategic planning of its offshore wind farm operations. 

Mermaid® provides increased understanding of the impact of weather and tidal forces on a 

project's schedule to companies involved in marine operations. By accurately simulating 

marine operations against historical weather and tidal data, Mermaid® enables enhanced 

decision-making in the early planning stages to support significant cost-savings through 

project optimisation. 

Since its launch by Mojo Maritime - a trading division of JFMS - in autumn 2015, Mermaid® 

has seen significant interest from the marine industry, and become intrinsic to early 

adopter’s project planning processes. Vattenfall was a key participant in the development of 

the Mermaid system, providing user testing and feedback during its late development 

phases prior to launch and has gone on to order a full license. 

“Mermaid is a comprehensive solution for our marine weather risk modelling. We need to 

know how much and for how long the weather will cost us, and Mermaid supplies the 
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answers. It’s fully flexible, being able to model the smallest operations to large-scale 

programmes and its easy-to-use interface allows us to model fast, and iterate project plans 

quickly.” Explained Anne Lina Holy, project simulation analyst at Vattenfall. 

With a proven track record of success, Mermaid® allows users to realistically simulate 

marine operations to uncover risks and critical operations prior to going offshore, which can 

be critical to the success and cost-effectiveness of an operation. Its flexible licensing model 

makes it affordable for the smallest marine operators to the largest project developers and 

new users can benefit from a two-week trial period as well. 

“The high quality platform design ensuring that policies for data security and data protection 

are met, as well as a reliable update mechanism, means that Mermaid fits easily within our 

IT policies and infrastructure,” said Anders Wilhelmsson, IT demand, business area wind at 

Vattenfall. 

“Not to mention, the support from Mojo developers is first-class; responsive, helpful and 

knowledgeable.” Holy adds. 
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Notes  
 
James Fisher Marine Services was formed in 2008 to provide a single contractual interface to the 

specialist marine and subsea services provided by the companies within the James Fisher group. 

JFMS specialises in project management, engineering and consultancy services for the marine 

renewable energy industry. With its experienced team of analysts, engineers, naval architects and 

master mariners we have built a successful track record supporting multiple high profile projects in 

offshore wind, wave and tidal energy. In addition to this, Mojo Maritime, a trading division of JFMS, 

actively develops a range of products geared towards reducing the inherent risks and costs of working 

offshore. 

For more information visit: www.james-fisher.com and www.mojomaritime.com  

 

James Fisher and Sons plc is a leading service provider in all sectors of the marine industry and a 

specialist supplier of engineering services to the nuclear industry in the UK and abroad. With offices in 

the Europe, the Middle East, Singapore, India, Australia and Africa, the company serves both the 

private and public sectors and adopts a practical approach to the management of assets and 

provision of high quality services, ensuring an appropriate use of technology and a sound 

understanding of each customer’s requirements, while building on the experience and expertise 

gained over more than 165 years of operating in the marine environment. James Fisher brings 

practical experience, innovation and commercial best practice to all its clients’ projects and services.   

For more information see www.james-fisher.com 
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